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Abstract
We present the XFaster analysis package, a fast, iterative angular power spectrum estimator based on a diagonal
approximation to the quadratic Fisher matrix estimator. It uses Monte Carlo simulations to compute noise biases
and ﬁlter transfer functions and is thus a hybrid of both Monte Carlo and quadratic estimator methods. In contrast
to conventional pseudo-Cℓ–based methods, the algorithm described here requires a minimal number of simulations
and does not require them to be precisely representative of the data to estimate accurate covariance matrices for the
bandpowers. The formalism works with polarization-sensitive observations and also data sets with identical,
partially overlapping, or independent survey regions. The method was ﬁrst implemented for the analysis of
BOOMERanG data and also used as part of the Planck analysis. Here we describe the full, publicly available
analysis package, written in Python, as developed for the analysis of data from the 2015 ﬂight of the SPIDER
instrument. The package includes extensions for self-consistently estimating null spectra and estimating ﬁts for
Galactic foreground contributions. We show results from the extensive validation of XFaster using simulations and
its application to the SPIDER data set.
Uniﬁed Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Cosmic microwave background radiation (322); Maximum likelihood
estimation (1901); Observational cosmology (1146)
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pipelines, this can be inefﬁcient or intractable for modern
data sets.
This paper details the XFaster method and demonstrates its
application on the SPIDER 2015 ﬂight data. The XFaster
method blends the maximum-likelihood approach of Bond
et al. (1998) with the MASTER approach by introducing an
approximate likelihood for the data that is calibrated using
simulation ensembles. There are a number of advantages to this
approach. The deﬁnition of an approximate likelihood allows
the use of a quadratic estimator to obtain the Cℓwith a
simultaneous estimate of a Fisher matrix. The likelihood
method can be extended to include marginalization over
additional signals, systematics, or noise biases. Prior constraints are also easily included when a likelihood is deﬁned.
Ancillary quantities such as bandpower window functions can
be calculated from the maximum-likelihood estimator. It also
reduces the number of simulations required to calibrate the
noise and ﬁlter biases to a minimum set of noise- and signalonly simulations that do not necessarily need to be ﬁducial
matches to the data. The introduction of an approximate
likelihood can also be used to deﬁne a higher-level likelihood
for the model parameters given the data. This allows XFaster to
be used in likelihood samplers to obtain estimates of model
parameters directly from the map-level data.
The XFaster method was originally conceived for the
analysis of data from the BOOMERanG ﬂights (Netterﬁeld
et al. 2002; Jones et al. 2006). The application to BOOMERanG data motivated the main development of the XFaster
pipeline, originally written as a Fortran90 package. It was also
applied to Planck data (Rocha et al. 2011). Here we
comprehensively review a revamped and extended version,
rewritten as a versatile Python package, for the analysis of
SPIDER data. SPIDER is a balloon-borne polarimeter that was
launched on 2015 January 1 from the NASA/NSF LongDuration Balloon Facility near McMurdo Station, Antarctica. It
mapped 2480 deg2 at 95 and 150 GHz during its 16.5 day
ﬂight. Details relevant to the application of XFaster on this data
set, as presented in Spider Collaboration (2021), are given
throughout. However, while this paper uses SPIDER simulations
and data to demonstrate the functionality of the pipeline, the
methods and publicly available code base are intended for
general use for any CMB observatory.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the XFaster algorithm for parameter likelihoods and bandpowers. In Section 3, we discuss extensions to the baseline
algorithm: null tests and foregrounds. In Section 4, we show
the results of running the pipeline on simulations. In Section 5,
we show the results of running the pipeline on data from
SPIDER’s 2015 ﬂight. We discuss details of the public code
base and its computational requirements in Section 6, and we
conclude in Section 7.

1. Introduction
Analysis of cosmic microwave background (CMB) observations generally requires the compression of large time-domain
data sets into the much smaller space of angular power spectra,
Cℓ. This compression is typically achieved in multiple stages.
The ﬁrst stage involves a compression of the time-domain data
into a higher signal-to-noise ratio map of the sky (Borrill 1999).
The second stage involves a compression from the map domain
to the angular power spectrum (Bond et al. 1998). In order to
achieve an unbiased, optimal, and lossless compression, both of
these stages require a number of assumptions to hold. The ﬁrst
compression relies on the assumption that the residual between
the time-domain data and a signal model is distributed as a
Gaussian variate. In practice, the noise is also assumed to be
stationary over sufﬁciently long timescales such that it can be
modeled efﬁciently in the Fourier domain over a useful range
of frequencies. The second stage assumes that both the signal
and noise components of the map are Gaussian-distributed
random variates with known pixel-to-pixel covariances. In
principle, if these assumptions hold, optimal lossless maps of
the sky can be obtained using a closed-form solution of the χ2
minimization problem, and the maps can be compressed to a
ﬁnal set of Cℓ values through a numerical maximization of a
likelihood of the map.
In practice, a number of complications limit the validity of
these assumptions. This is particularly the case for ground-based
or suborbital observations, where scan strategies limit long-term
stability compared to space-based observations and introduce a
number of systematics. These include beam asymmetries,
atmospheric effects, instrumental noise, and thermal instabilities.
These systematics are difﬁcult, or sometimes impossible, to
account for using covariances describing stationary, statistically
isotropic random variates. Instead, many observations are
modeled using end-to-end simulations where nonidealities can
be included more easily. The simulations are used to calibrate
templates of systematic effects to be subtracted from the data,
calculate noise biases, and determine the distribution of estimated
quantities. The presence of sky cuts, foregrounds, and inhomogeneous pixel coverage can also be modeled easily in end-to-end
simulations. Simulation-based methods have been employed
successfully in the analysis of ground-based, suborbital, and
space-based observations (e.g., Netterﬁeld et al. 2002; Chiang
et al. 2010; Planck Collaboration et al. 2020a).
One of the ﬁrst methods to use simulations to estimate power
spectra is the MASTER formalism (Hivon et al. 2002). In this
approach, the full-sky Cℓ values are estimated from the cut-sky
~
pseudo-Cℓ, Cℓ , by subtracting a noise bias and dividing by a
ﬁlter function, both of which are calibrated using noise- and
signal-only ensembles of sky maps obtained by end-to-end
~
simulations of the time-domain data. The Cℓ values are related
to the full-sky Cℓ using coupling kernels that can be calculated
from the weighted cuts imposed on the sky maps.
As long as the noise and signal simulations are representative
of the data, this method gives an unbiased estimate of the
bandpowers, and their covariance is determined from the
simulations. However, it is nontrivial to produce accurate
signal and noise simulations, and in general, the MASTER
method requires iteration of the simulated map ensembles to
produce an accurate covariance. Since map generation using
end-to-end simulations of the time-domain data tends to be the
most computationally expensive step in most CMB analysis

2. The XFaster Algorithm
2.1. Likelihood Approximation
When experiments observe only a fraction of the sky, or
when a portion of the sky is excluded to avoid foreground
biases, an expansion over full-sky spherical harmonic basis
functions will no longer yield orthonormal modes. The
a ℓm , obtained in
spherical harmonic coefﬁcients, or pseudo-~
this way will be statistically correlated between modes m and
~
~
ℓ in the sense that á~
a ℓm~
a ℓ*¢m¢ñ ¹ dℓℓ ¢ d mm¢ Cℓ , where Cℓ is the cut2
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sky, pseudoangular power spectrum, deﬁned as
~
Cℓ =

2.2. Bandpower Model
We parameterize the signal portion of the model
(Equation (4)) by introducing bandpower deviations, qbXY,
where b is a generalized index indicating the multipole range
and XY indicates the cross-spectrum polarization combination,
i.e., TT, TE, EE, BB, EB, and TB. We then construct the signal
model bandpowers that the qb factors modify as described in
Sections 2.2.1–2.2.5 below. The parameterization of the noise
portion of the model is described in Section 2.2.6.

ℓ

1
a ℓm∣2 .
å ∣~
2ℓ + 1 m =-ℓ

(1 )

The tilde indicates that the quantity is computed in the partialsky, ﬁltered, and beam-smoothed reference space of the data
from the instrument.
Hivon et al. (2002) showed how the geometry of the mask
applied to the data can be used to calculate the coupling between
~
a ℓm coefﬁcients. In turn, under an assumption of isotropy, this
can be used to deﬁne a linear relationship between the ensemble
average of cut- and full-sky angular power spectra,
~
áCℓñ = å K ℓℓ ¢ C ℓ ¢,
(2 )

2.2.1. Shape Spectrum

The bandpower deviations qb are deﬁned with respect to a
template, full-sky angular power spectral shape Cℓ(S ) such that
any sufﬁciently smooth model power spectrum can be
expressed as

ℓ¢

where áaℓma ℓ*¢m¢ñ = dℓℓ ¢ d mm¢ Cℓ holds on the full sky, and K ℓℓ ¢ is a
coupling kernel that can be computed from the sky mask. This
expression can be generalized to include polarization (Challinor & Chon 2005; Rocha et al. 2011).
Assuming the full-sky aℓm coefﬁcients are Gaussiana ℓm s must also be Gaussian, since they
distributed, the cut-sky ~
are related by a linear transformation. We can then write the
likelihood, L, as
~
L (d ∣ q ) =

1

~
2p ∣C ∣

1 ~† ~-1 ~
exp ⎛ - d · C · d ⎞ ,
⎝ 2
⎠

CℓXY =

å c bℓXY qbXY CℓXY (S ),

(5 )

b

XY
where c bℓ
is a binning operator that is nonzero only for the
spectrum component XY and is usually assumed to be
piecewise linear by multipole range but could be chosen to
be a set of tapered, overlapping kernels. The shape spectrum
Cℓ(S ) for the CMB is computed using the CAMB package (Lewis
et al. 2000). The shape spectrum could also include other sky
components in addition to the CMB, such as foregrounds.
Alternatively, the template shape can be ﬂat, in which case the
qb parameters are interpreted as the traditional bandpowers,
CXY
b . The choice of a ﬂat shape spectrum is appropriate for
spectra that vary little within a bandpower and is nonetheless
unbiased in the mean for any spectrum shape. However, this is
a suboptimal weighting of the power if the signal varies
substantially within each bandpower. The calculated coupling
between multipoles due to the mask is also more accurate if a
known template shape can be used.

(3 )

~
a ℓm ,
where d is a generalized data vector containing the observed ~
θ is a vector of model parameters, and the generalized covariance
~
matrix C is the sum of the signal and noise components of the
model,
~
~
~
C (q ) = S (q ) + N,
(4 )
~
where S is the signal, which depends on the model parameters,
~
and N is the noise. The likelihood for the data given the
parameters θ can be interpreted as the likelihood for the
~
parameters given the data L (q ∣ d ) assuming uniform Bayesian
priors in θ.
In principle, the exact likelihood of Equation (3) can be used
to estimate model parameters by deﬁning the full, nondiagonal
~
ℓ, m structure of the covariance C . In practice, this is not
feasible because of the size of the covariance matrix and the
difﬁculty in deﬁning the full anisotropic structure of the
noise term.
The XFaster algorithm approximates the likelihood in
Equation (3) using two simpliﬁcations. The ﬁrst is an
assumption of isotropy, using Equation (1) to assign equal
variance to m modes for each multipole ℓ. The second is to
construct the model covariance using power averaged over bins
in multipoles, or “bandpowers.” Averaging the power in this
way reduces the effect of correlations between multipoles
induced by the partial coverage. Here XFaster uses bandpower
parameters that retain the full ℓ, ℓ ¢ coupling but approximates
the likelihood as diagonal in ℓ. This results in an unbiased
estimate of the model parameters, but the effective degrees of
freedom in the XFaster likelihood must be calibrated using
simulations in order to obtain a robust estimate of the
likelihood curvature. This calibration, which is most important
at the lowest multipoles, where the effect of mode coupling is
strongest, is discussed further in Section 2.3.2.

2.2.2. Signal Bandpower Kernels

~
The model signal component S for the XFaster likelihood
~
covariance C can be deﬁned using so-called bandpower kernels
~XY , ij
Cbℓ :
~XY , ij
Sℓ
=

~XY , ij
.

å qbXY Cbℓ

(6 )

b

We have also introduced the index combination ij to indicate
the cross-correlation of modes from separate maps i and j. This
allows maps from different observations to be combined into a
single estimate of a uniﬁed power spectrum. The maps can be
of different sizes, have different geometries and/or weightings,
be overlapping or nonoverlapping, and have different beam
smoothing and transfer functions. The coupling between modes
is propagated through the estimation by the mode-coupling
kernels K ℓℓ ¢ introduced in Equation (2). This structure can also
allow for maps of observations at different frequencies when
ﬁtting for galactic foregrounds, as described in Section 3.3.
Following the MASTER formalism, the bandpower kernels
are written as
~XY , ij
ij
XY , ij
, ij 2 XY (S )
XY
Cbℓ = å c bℓ
(B ℓXY
) Cℓ ¢ ,
(7 )
¢
¢ Kℓℓ ¢ Fℓ ¢
ℓ¢

3
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with a time-domain ﬁlter transfer function FℓXY , ij , beam window
function BℓXY , ij , mode-coupling kernels Kℓℓij ¢, and shape
spectrum CℓXY (S ). When combined with Equation (6), it

becomes clear that the signal model is simply Equation (5)
reconstructed on the cut sky.
Equation (6) is valid for XY ä {TT, TE, TB, EB}. However,
the cut-sky mask results in the mixing of E- and B-modes,
which must be accounted for in their spectral models. The
remaining spectral components are
~XX , ij
~XX , ij
~YY , ij
Sℓ
= å qbXX +Cbℓ + å qbYY -Cbℓ ,
(8 )
b

b

where XX and YY are now the combinations EE and BB, and the
~
-Cbℓ terms mix BB power into the EE signal model, and
vice versa.
Equation (7) is valid as written for XY = TT but must be
modiﬁed to construct the remaining bandpower kernels. The
EE kernel terms are
~EE, ij
+Cbℓ

ij
EE , ij
, ij 2 EE (S )
EE
= å c bℓ
(B ℓEE
) Cℓ ¢ ,
¢
¢ +Kℓℓ ¢ Fℓ ¢
ℓ¢

~EE, ij
ij
EE , ij
, ij 2 EE (S )
BB
= å c bℓ
(B ℓEE
) Cℓ ¢ ,
-Cbℓ
¢
¢ -Kℓℓ ¢ Fℓ ¢

(9 )

ℓ¢

and similarly for BB, where we now introduce the polarization
mode-coupling kernels Kℓℓij ¢ . In particular, -Kℓℓij ¢ accounts for
the E − B mixing terms. The EB cross-spectrum bandpower
kernels are
~EB, ij
ij
ij
EB, ij
, ij 2 EB (S )
EB
Cbℓ = å c bℓ
(B ℓEB
) Cℓ ¢ . (10)
¢
¢ ( +Kℓℓ ¢ - -Kℓℓ ¢ ) Fℓ ¢

~
Figure 1. The CMB bandpower kernels (Cbℓ ) for TT, EE, and BB cross-spectra,
including SPIDER 150 GHz masking, ﬁltering, and beam smoothing. The
binning operator χbℓ is piecewise linear with equal-sized bins of width
Δℓ = 25. The colors alternate by bin, with the sum of the contributions from
each bin (i.e., the signal model Sℓ with qb = 1) given by the red line. The
underlying BB shape spectrum is constant in ℓ(ℓ + 1)Cℓ to have appreciable
input power for determining the ﬁlter transfer function. The estimated data
spectra have been found to be insensitive to the choice of shape spectra. The
~
mode-coupling matrix terms that mix E and B polarizations (-Cbℓ ) are also
shown (orange); these mixing terms contribute additional power in the tails for
each bin, most visible in the BB model.

ℓ¢

Finally, for XY ä {TE, TB}, we have
~XY , ij
ij
XY , ij
, ij 2 XY (S )
XY
Cbℓ = å c bℓ
(B ℓXY
) Cℓ ¢ ,
¢
¢ ´Kℓℓ ¢ Fℓ ¢

(11)

ℓ¢

where the mode-coupling kernel ´Kℓℓij ¢ describes the coupling
between~temperature and polarization.
The Cbℓ for TT, EE, and BB CMB shape spectra for the
SPIDER 150 GHz cross-spectrum are shown in Figure 1. The
computation of the components of the bandpower kernels and
their values for SPIDER are given in Sections 2.2.3–2.2.5.

Planck maps at 100 and 143 GHz, respectively.34 The beam is
modeled as a Gaussian function, with an approximate FWHM
of 41′ at 95 GHz and 29′ at 150 GHz. The errors on the average
beams are determined from the distribution of estimated
detector beams at that frequency. This produces a 1σ Gaussian
error per ℓ (σ ≈ 0.2% at ℓ = 100). To marginalize over this
error, we introduce a single beam parameter per frequency that
scales this error envelope (i.e., all multipoles are scaled by the
same value). This beam parameter is assigned a Gaussian prior
(μ = 0, σ = 1), and the scaled error envelope is added to the
beam window function in constructing the model within the
likelihood. The HEALPix Nside = 512 pixel window function
is multiplied by the instrument beam window function to
account for smoothing from pixelization in the process of
producing pixelized maps from discretely sampled timeordered data. The beam window functions and 1σ statistical
errors for SPIDER are shown in Figure 2.

2.2.3. Beam Window Functions

The beam window functions Bℓ are an input to the XFaster
algorithm. One window function is required per map, and the
estimated error on the beam can also be input to the pipeline.
The error may be marginalized over in computing the
cosmological parameter likelihoods to account for these
uncertainties.
The beam terms in the bandpower kernels are constructed as
the product of the individual beam windows for each of the two
maps indexed by i and j,
(BℓXY , ij )2 = BℓXY , i · BℓXY , j ,

(12)

and the beam error terms are included by adding derivatives of
the model with respect to each beam window to the signal
covariance.
For SPIDER, the beam window functions are computed by
cross-correlating SPIDER data maps at 95 and 150 GHz with

34

Throughout this paper, we use release 3.01 of the Planck HFI maps (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2020b).
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The SPIDER EE and BB transfer functions are shown in
Figure 2.
2.2.5. Mode-coupling Kernels

Multiple mode-coupling kernels are required in the case of
polarization-sensitive observations or maps with different
masks. The weighting applied to masked maps can also be
different for each Stokes parameter I, Q, and U. The kernels are
computed from the cross-correlation power spectrum of the
masks on the full sky, L , and we compute separate kernels for
each of the polarization combinations and each unique pair of
maps i and j. Following Challinor & Chon (2005), the extended
set of polarization-sensitive kernels is
2ℓ ¢ + 1
TT , ij ℓ
åL (2L + 1)  L ⎛
4p
⎝0
+
2
ℓ
1
¢
ij
PP, ij ℓ
åL (2L + 1)  L ⎛
Kℓℓ ¢ =
8p
⎝2
´ [1  ( - 1)ℓ + ℓ ¢+ L ] ,
2ℓ ¢ + 1
ij
TP, ij ℓ
åL (2L + 1)  L ⎛
´Kℓℓ ¢ =
4p
⎝2
Kℓℓij ¢ =

Figure 2. SPIDER’s ﬁlter transfer function (Fℓ), beam window function (Bℓ2 ),
and total transfer function for 95 and 150 GHz. Beam error envelopes at each
frequency are also shown, most evident at low multipoles. The envelopes
represent the 1σ statistical uncertainty in the beam transfer function as
determined by the scatter in per-detector beam estimates. Quantities shown are
the average of the EE and BB transfer functions, which are similar but not
assumed to be identical.

In practice, observations of the sky are binned into maps from
time-ordered data, which must be ﬁltered to remove systematics
like scan-synchronous noise or noisy frequencies. This ﬁltering
suppresses signal modes at certain angular scales, and the
resulting bias must be computed empirically by comparing an
input model spectrum to the spectra of an ensemble of
simulations that have been ﬁltered identically to the on-sky data.
As in the MASTER formalism, we approximate the ﬁlter transfer
function Fℓ as a spherically symmetric function of only ℓ-modes.
We also assume that the transfer function is independent of the
input signal spectrum used to compute it. We have veriﬁed that
this is a good assumption for CMB spectra, and in particular that
the BB CMB spectra are insensitive to reasonable changes to
input spectra. However, using CMB-like input spectra to
compute transfer functions results in a bias at low multipoles
for maps with a signiﬁcant dustlike foreground component.
Further efforts to account for this bias in the estimation of dust
bandpowers will be presented in future work.
The ﬁlter transfer functions Fℓ are computed in the same way
as bandpowers, described in Section 2.3.1, but substituting the
average of signal-only simulations for the observed data and
setting the Fℓ term in the signal model to 1. The remaining
nonunitarity of the qb values is the binned transfer function.
Transfer functions are computed for TT, EE, and BB spectra,
independently for each map, since the ﬁltering may differ
signiﬁcantly between maps. The TE, EB, and TB transfer
functions are approximated as the geometric mean of their
component transfer functions, e.g., FℓTE = FℓTT FℓEE .
When constructing the signal model using the binned
transfer function, we expand Fb to the full ℓ range using a
constant value in each bin. The transfer function term for each
cross-spectrum in the signal model is then the geometric mean
of the transfer functions for each of the two maps indexed by i
and j:
FℓXY , i · FℓXY , j .

ℓ¢ L ⎞
-2 0 ⎠

´ ⎛ ℓ ℓ ¢ L ⎞,
⎝0 0 0 ⎠

2.2.4. Filter Transfer Functions

FℓXY , ij =

2

ℓ¢ L ⎞ ,
0 0⎠
2
ℓ¢ L ⎞
-2 0 ⎠

(14)

where the terms in parentheses are the Wigner 3-j symbols, T is
the Stokes I mask, and P is the Stokes Q/U mask, which need
not be identical. The ± kernels are used to compute EE, BB,
and EB power spectrum terms, with the − term in particular
used to account for mixing between E and B due to the mask.
The × kernel is used to compute the TE and TB spectra. The
kernels for the SPIDER mask are shown in Figure 3.
2.2.6. Residual Noise Calibration

The XFaster likelihood approximation also enables an
estimation of noise calibration parameters. Uncorrelated noise
enters the covariance matrix as a diagonal term. To account for
inaccuracies in our noise simulations, we ﬁt a scalar parameter
nib per bin as a correction to the noise model,
~XY , ij
~i
XY
Nℓ
= d ij å c bℓ
(1 + nbi) á N ℓ ñ ,
(15)
b

~i
where á N ℓ ñ is the mean spectrum of an ensemble of noise
simulations. Noise is treated differently from signal, in that we
model it directly in the cut-sky power spectrum with no
polarization coupling. In principle, noise is coupled across
polarizations, but this is difﬁcult to account for analytically in
the cut-sky spectra.
Clearly, if the binning structures of qb and nb are too similar,
~i
and/or if the template biases á N ℓ ñ have a similar ℓ dependence
to the shape templates CℓXY , this extension will introduce
signiﬁcant degeneracies in an autospectrum analysis. The
degeneracies are broken by including multiple cross-spectra,
where noise biases do not contribute. This has been found for
SPIDER to sufﬁciently decouple the signal and noise parameters, though increasing the bin width for the nb parameters in
comparison to that for qb would further address this potential
issue. The piecewise linear model for the noise calibration
means the nb “noise residual” parameters can be estimated
jointly with the signal qb and marginalized over using the full

(13)
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can be precompressed into spectra:
ℓXY , ij =
C

1
* Y , j.
å aℓmX,i aℓm
2ℓ + 1 m

(17)

Here and elsewhere, we use the hat symbol (  ) to distinguish
matrices of data pseudospectra from general matrices of
pseudospectra. Then the log-likelihood, up to an overall
constant, can be written as
 º ln L = -

1
~-1 ^
~
(2ℓ + 1) gℓk [Cℓ · C
ℓ + ln Cℓ ]kk ,
å
2 ℓk

(18)

where k indexes over polarization and independent maps in the
subblocks (see Equation (2) in Bond et al. 2000). The factor
(2ℓ + 1) appears as a degree-of-freedom count due to the blockdiagonal form. The coefﬁcient gℓk accounts for the effective
number of modes from each map that contribute to the ﬁnal
trace for each multipole.
2.3.1. Likelihood Maximization

The XFaster likelihood (Equation (18)) can be maximized
using an iterative quadratic estimator (Bond et al. 1998) to ﬁnd
the maximum-likelihood estimates for parameters θ that
include all qb and nb that are allowed to vary freely. The
method uses the Fisher matrix to approximate the curvature of
the likelihood at each iteration. The Fisher matrix is given by
~
~
¶C ~-1 ¶Cℓ ~-1⎤
1
 bb¢ = å (2ℓ + 1) gℓk ⎡ ℓ · Cℓ ·
, (19)
· Cℓ
⎢ ¶qb
⎥
¶q b¢
2 ℓk
⎣
⎦kk
where we have used the same notation convention as in
Equation (18), and the index b now runs across all parameters
in the set of qb and nb. In practice, starting from an initial guess
with θb = 1, we calculate an updated solution at each iteration
using
~
1
~-1 ¶Cℓ ~-1 ^
~
1 (2ℓ + 1) g k ⎡C
·
· Cℓ · (Cℓ - Nℓ ) ⎤
qb = å  ℓ
ℓ ⎢
bb ¢
⎥
¶q b¢
2 b¢ℓk
⎣
⎦kk
(20)

Figure 3. Mode-coupling kernels, K ℓℓ ¢ , for the SPIDER mask. Each subplot
corresponds to a component in Equation (14). For plotting purposes, negative
elements are set to their absolute value for ´K ℓℓ ¢ , resulting in the low-ℓ
structure seen.

Fisher matrix once the estimator has converged to the
maximum-likelihood solution.

This is equivalent to a Newton–Raphson minimization method.
Iterations can be terminated when a convergence criterion is
satisﬁed. We terminate when the maximum of the absolute
fractional change in θb is below some threshold, typically 10−3.
Note that the mode-counting factor gℓ enters into the elements
of the Fisher matrix (and therefore, the resulting uncertainties
on the parameters) but is effectively divided out in
Equation (20), so miscalibration may result in biased
uncertainties but not biased parameter estimates.
In practice, the model matrix is not positive deﬁnite because
the bandpower deviations are allowed to be negative. This is
not strictly a problem because the likelihood is not evaluated
during the optimization, but the problem becomes ill conditioned if the steps approach the threshold where the covariance
becomes singular. This leads to spurious values for the gradient
contribution, driven by numerical errors, and can slow down or
prevent convergence. The problem can be solved by ensuring
the matrices involved are better conditioned. This is achieved
by adding a conditioner to the diagonals of the covariances and
is equivalent to adding a numerical ﬂoor to the eigenvalues of

2.3. Likelihood Computation
The components introduced above are used to construct the
signal and noise covariances in Equation (3). In the XFaster
approximation, the covariances are block-diagonal by ℓ. The
subblocks are built from the cross-spectra of N maps and
polarizations with each subblock as follows:
~TT
⎡Cℓ
~ij ⎢
Cℓ = ⎢ ⎢
⎢
⎣ -

~TE
Cℓ
~ EE
Cℓ
-

~TB
Cℓ ⎤
~ EB ⎥ ,
Cℓ ⎥
~BB ⎥
Cℓ ⎥
⎦ij

(16)

where i and j index over the N independent maps. Formulated
~X,i
~
in this way, the matrix Cℓ is the covariance of the aℓm that make
~
up the generalized, observed data vector d in Equation (3). The
block-diagonal form of the covariance means the data vector
6
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the matrices. In our implementation, the conditioning level is
introduced if the bandpower deviations are failing to converge
and then adjusted automatically to the minimum level required
for convergence. The conditioning is then dropped when
estimating the ﬁnal Fisher matrix at the likelihood maximum,
since the matrices are always invertible if the likelihood point is
well deﬁned.35
The conditioning step is also a useful indicator of
systematics. If the presence of the conditioner leads to
signiﬁcant fractional changes to the value of the likelihood at
the maximum, this can indicate that inconsistencies in the
observed data are driving the spurious contributions to the
gradient term in Equation (20). This is a particularly useful
check when analyzing multiple maps.
2.3.2. Mode-counting Factor, gℓ

In Equation (18), a trace over ℓ, m, k has been reduced to
å ℓk (2ℓ + 1) gℓk by assuming isotropy. The factor of (2ℓ + 1)
counts the number of m modes per ℓ, and the factor gℓk accounts
for the change to the effective degrees of freedom in the
likelihood induced by both map weighting and the “missing”
contributions to the covariance in the block-diagonal likelihood
approximation. It is important to accurately calibrate this factor
when using the XFaster method in order to produce unbiased
uncertainties on the ﬁtted parameters in the signal model.
The mode loss is most pronounced at low multipoles,
approaching the overall scales of each map, where ℓ-to-ℓ ¢
couplings are signiﬁcant. In dealing with this bias, one option is
to limit the range in ℓcovered by the qb parameters, but we have
found that the addition of a gℓk factor signiﬁcantly extends the
useful range of multipoles where bandpowers can be estimated
accurately.
To calculate gℓ, we ﬁrst estimate an overall ℓ-independent
starting amplitude based on the ratio of mask moments
introduced in Hivon et al. (2002),
g = fsky

w22
,
w4

Figure 4. The gℓ effective mode-counting factor as estimated for SPIDER. The
predominant effect is a constant approximate 6% retention of the full-sky
power after masking (Equation (21)). An additional ℓ-dependent reduction
results from “missing” contributions to the covariance due to approximations in
the construction of the likelihood, as described in Section 2.3.2. This
component is empirically calibrated with simulations.

Fisher matrix into agreement with the scatter of simulation
bandpowers. Thus, we also compute an empirical Monte Carlo
estimate of the ℓ-dependence, which results in accurate error
bar estimation throughout the SPIDER ℓ range.
Since the mode-coupling factor is partially degenerate with
the ﬁlter transfer function Fℓ, we estimate the ﬁnal gcorrection iteratively by computing bandpowers for 1000
signal-only simulations that have been ﬁltered in the same
way as the data and compare the scatter of the ensemble of
bandpowers to the diagonal of the Fisher matrix (i.e.,
XFaster’s estimate of the error bar). We use the ratio as an
estimate of the g-correction, feed it back into the estimate of
the ensemble of bandpowers, and repeat the process until the
correction converges.
Figure 4 shows the amplitude of the total gℓ factor per bin
using both signal and null (noise-dominated) simulations. The
latter are discussed in more detail in Section 3.1. We note here
that in the noise-dominated regime, the analytical equation for
gℓ with the constant second-order correction appears to be a
good approximation, on average, at all but the largest angular
scales, while the signal-dominated regime shows more
structure as a function of ℓ.

(21)

where wn is the nth moment of mask wp with
wn =

1
å wpn,
fsky p

(22)

where p is the pixel index for the mask and fsky is the fraction of
the sky covered by the mask. For past applications, such as
Netterﬁeld et al. (2002) and Montroy et al. (2006), this was
found to be a sufﬁcient approximation to accurately model the
variance of the ﬁnal bandpowers. We have found that the
application to SPIDER requires a more accurate counting of
modes, likely due to the presence of high signal-to-noise
polarization modes at large scales for which the coupling
structure is most complicated. The mode loss induced by the
coupling can, in principle, be computed analytically to higher
order in map moments (see Challinor & Chon 2005), but the
calculation is not straightforward and relies on a number of
simplifying assumptions. In practice, we ﬁnd that a secondorder correction to the overall amplitude g by a factor of
(1 + 4fsky) is an improvement but insufﬁcient to bring the

2.4. Prior Constraints
A likelihood-based estimator, such as the quadratic estimator
of Equation (20), is easily modiﬁed to included prior
constraints on any of the parameters θb. Priors can help
improve convergence if poorly constrained parameter directions are included. They are also very useful to include selfconsistent marginalization over prior constraints on parameters
to obtain a ﬁnal Fisher matrix that contains a full propagation
and accumulation of errors. This is important for nuisance

35

See Gjerløw et al. (2015) for a similar approach using a conditioning prior
and an additional step regularizer.
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parameters such as noise residual calibrations or foreground
parameters (see Section 3).
Including Gaussian priors, which sufﬁces for most practical
applications, is particularly simple. At each iteration of the
quadratic estimator, the Fisher matrix and estimate values can
be modiﬁed as
 bb¢   bb¢ + d bb¢
qb  qb +

mb
s 2b

1
,
s 2b

,

deviations qb are given by
WbℓXY (q) =

(23)

(24)

~TT , ij
M ℓ ¢ℓ = d TT K ℓij¢ℓ FℓTT , ij (BℓTT , ij )2 ,
~TE, ij
M ℓ ¢ℓ = d TE ´K ℓij¢ℓ FℓTE, ij (BℓTE, ij )2 ,
~TB, ij
M ℓ ¢ℓ = d TB´K ℓij¢ℓ FℓTB, ij (BℓTB, ij )2 ,
~EE, ij
M ℓ ¢ℓ = (d EE +K ℓij¢ℓ + d BB -K ℓij¢ℓ ) FℓEE, ij (BℓEE, ij )2 ,
~BB, ij
M ℓ ¢ℓ = (d BB +K ℓij¢ℓ + d EE -K ℓij¢ℓ ) FℓBB, ij (BℓBB, ij )2 ,
~EB, ij
M ℓ ¢ℓ = d EB ( +K ℓij¢ℓ - -K ℓij¢ℓ ) FℓEB, ij (BℓEB, ij )2 ,

2.5. Bandpower Window Functions
The XFaster method is best suited for surveys where reduced
sky coverage requires the use of a compression to bandpowers
in order to reduce the effect of mode correlations. The ﬁnal
estimated quantities in this case are a set of bandpowers Cb or
bandpower deviations qb and their associated Fisher matrices.
To compare these to any proposed model for the full-sky
angular power spectrum, Cℓ, one needs to calculate model Cb or
qb values. Bandpower window functions are needed for this
step (Bond 1993; Knox 1999).
Bandpower window functions are linear operators that
transform the full-sky spectrum into the estimated quantity.
The window functions depend on the effective ﬁltering induced
by the observation strategy, the correlations induced by any sky
cut, and the deﬁnition of the estimator. Different unbiased
estimators acting on the same set of observations, for example,
will produce estimates that are, in general, different and will
only agree in the ensemble limit.
Given a model spectrum Cℓ, the window functions are the
weighting operators appearing in the logarithmic averaging of
the power into generalized bandpowers. For bandpower
parameters θb that correspond to an underlying spectrum Cℓ
in the ensemble limit, this generalizes to

å ℓWbℓXY (q) CℓXY ,

(26)

where all quantities are evaluated at their maximum-likelihood
~
values. Here Mℓ ¢ℓ is a matrix of derivatives of the signal model
~
Sℓ (Equation (6)) with respect to the model spectrum Cℓ(M ).
Explicitly, each of the spectrum component blocks are

where μb and s 2b are the Gaussian means and variances for each
of the priors. In the limit of a tight prior s 2b  0, this method
thus recovers θb → μb upon convergence. Final marginalization
over any subset of parameters can be achieved by excluding the
rows and columns for those parameters in the ﬁnal Fisher
matrix before inversion to obtain the estimated covariances.

áq bXY ñ =

2p
1 (2 ℓ ¢ + 1 ) g k
å b¢ℓ ¢k  ℓ¢
bb ¢
2ℓ + 1
~
~-1 ¶C ℓ ¢ ~-1 ~ XY ⎤
´⎡
C
·
· Cℓ ¢ · Mℓ ¢ℓ ⎥ ,
¢
ℓ
⎢
¶q b¢
⎣
⎦kk

(27)

where δ is nonzero for only the XY spectrum components of
the matrix.
To compute bandpowers Cb from bandpower deviations qb
and their associated window functions, we construct the
underlying spectrum Cℓ in terms of qb using Equation (5) and
normalize Equation (25) with respect to a ﬂat model, so that
XY

XY (q )

CbXY = åB qBXY
º åB qBXY

å ℓ ℓWbℓ

XY XY (S )
c Bℓ
Cℓ
XY (q )

å ℓ ℓ Wbℓ
¶áCbXY ñ
,
¶qBXY

(28)

where the second equality deﬁnes the block-diagonal matrix for
“rotating” deviations qb into bandpowers Cb for each spectrum
component. The bandpower covariance is then
C bb¢ =

å  -BB1 ¢
BB ¢

¶áCbñ ¶áC b¢ñ
,
¶qB ¶q B ¢

(29)

where  BB¢ is the Fisher information matrix of Equation (19).
Finally, we obtain bandpower window functions as

(25)
WbℓXY (C ) =

ℓ

å WBℓXY (q)
B

where the weighting function ℓ = (2ℓ + 1) 4p , and the
window functions are normalized as å ℓ ℓ WbℓXY (q ) CℓXY (M ) = 1,
where CℓXY (M ) is a set of model spectra. When the model
spectrum is used to construct the signal covariance (i.e.,
Cℓ(M ) = åb cbℓ Cℓ(S )), Equation (25) results in bandpower
deviations qb; when the model spectrum is ﬂat (i.e.,
Cℓ(M ) = 1), the result is a set of Cb bandpowers; and when the
model spectrum is scale-invariant (i.e., ℓ (ℓ + 1) Cℓ(M ) 2p = 1),
the result is a set of bandpowers with a scale-invariant
weighting over ℓ.
Comparing Equation (25) to the XFaster estimator of
~ ~
~
Equation (20) in the ensemble limit (where áCℓ - Nℓñ  Sℓ and
〈qb〉 → 1), we ﬁnd that the window functions for the bandpower

¶áCbXY ñ
,
¶qBXY

(30)

with the normalization condition å ℓ ℓ WbℓXY (C ) = 1.
Equations (25) and (30) can be used to evaluate a likelihood
point for a spectrum Cℓ from a set of cosmological parameters.
2.6. Parameter Likelihood
The deﬁnition of an approximation for the data likelihood
(Equation (18)) introduces the possibility of circumventing the
power spectrum and associated bandpowers altogether. Since
the space of models can be scanned directly as a function of
cosmological parameters a, we can deﬁne a likelihood for a,
~
given the data d , using the Bayesian chain formalism
~
~
L (a∣d ) ~ P (a) L (d ∣a) ,
(31)
8
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where P(a) is the prior in the cosmological parameters.
For the analysis of SPIDER data, the only cosmological
parameter allowed to vary is the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r. All
other parameters are ﬁxed to the Planck best-ﬁt values (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2020a). Expanding this parameter space to
allow variation in other important parameters, such as the scalar
amplitude As, is left to future work. The EE and BB spectra are
computed for a scalar-only case with lensing and a tensor-only
case with r = 1 and tensor spectral index nt = 0. The total CMB
power is taken as the sum of the scalar modes with the tensor
component scaled linearly with r. This treatment therefore does
not assume slow-roll inﬂation.
The disadvantage of this approach to ﬁtting parameters is
that it is still limited by the approximations involved in the
deﬁnition of the likelihood. However, an important advantage
is that it avoids the requirement for deﬁning a bandpower
likelihood for model comparison and the approximations
associated with that step. Instead, direct evaluation of
Equation (31) can be used in numerical searches for
maximum-likelihood parameter sets using Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques. An additional advantage
of this direct map-to-parameter likelihood evaluation is that it
becomes straightforward to marginalize the ﬁnal parameter
estimates over nuisance parameters such as noise calibrations
or even foreground parameters, as we discuss below.

is important to use a consistent estimation pipeline for each null
split and for signal spectra.
With the XFaster estimator, null spectra can be evaluated
using the same method one would use to calculate a signal
power spectrum but using the difference of two sets of maps,
with some of the components handled differently. The ﬁlter
transfer function can only be estimated from ensembles where
the signal is nonnegligible; it is therefore computed using the
ensemble average of the two simulated signal-only half-maps.
The model shape spectrum for null tests is ﬂat, and, once the
spectrum has converged, the ﬁnal Fisher matrix for a null
spectrum is calculated without the sample variance component.
This is done by setting the ﬁnal signal qb parameters to a very
small value, thus nulling out the signal covariance.
The noise component term for null tests (appearing in both
the covariance and data debias terms in Equation (20)) includes
both signal and noise residuals, along with their correlations, as
these terms all contribute to the expected variance and biases in
the data spectra. Unlike for total signal spectra, these terms are
included for off-diagonal elements (cross-spectra of different
half-maps) of the covariance as well; this is because all autoand cross-spectra must account for expected residual signal and
noise due to different ﬁltering between the half-maps.
As an alternative to debiasing the data for expected signal
and noise residuals in spectrum space, the pipeline also has the
option to subtract residuals with known morphologies in map
space. When such maps are used, the covariance matrix noise
term does not include signal contributions, since there is no
sample variance in the debias term. For example, to estimate
signal residuals for the SPIDER null tests, we use Planck
frequency maps processed and differenced in the same way as
the data null maps instead of using CMB signal simulations.
The frequency mismatch between the SPIDER and Planck bands
could be accounted for but was found to negligibly affect the
results. We ﬁnd that this properly accounts for foreground
residuals due to slight differences in the time-domain ﬁltering
between the two halves, which dominate our null signal
residuals at large scales for some data splits. This method also
allows us to accurately model the morphology of the residuals
and eliminates the need to account for sample variance from the
subtraction in the covariance matrix. The Planck-subtraction
method has been tested with half-missions and half-rings, with
negligible differences between the two. This conﬁrms that the
residuals subtracted in this manner are dominated by signal
rather than noise in the Planck data.
The mode-counting factor gℓ is expected to be different for
nulls in comparison to total signal spectra due to the different
relative contribution of sample variance to the error (Figure 4).
Sample variance only affects the null test bandpower errors
through its contribution to the uncertainty of the expected
signal residual that debiases the data spectrum. The modecounting factor cannot be empirically calibrated for null tests
using signal-only simulations because the remaining signal
after debiasing with the expected signal spectrum for a signalonly simulation is nearly zero, which makes the covariance
matrix singular and thus noninvertible. Instead, we add noise to
the simulations and calibrate gℓ iteratively in the same fashion
as for total signal spectra.
We have found that the resulting gℓ is somewhat sensitive to
the noise level used in its calibration. Thus, we use the noise
residual terms nib (Equation (15)) calculated for the data to
rescale the aℓm coefﬁcients of the simulated noise maps as

3. Extensions
The XFaster likelihood-based approach can be extended in a
number of ways in order to use the estimator for systematic
checks, foreground reduction, and component separation.
These steps are an important part of any CMB analysis, as
they provide robustness and consistency checks, the ability to
quantify systematic uncertainties, and the ability to determine
the origin of any statistically signiﬁcant signal. The advantage
of likelihood-based estimates is that they always yield an
estimate of the Fisher matrix for the parameters. This is useful
for establishing the signiﬁcance of any signal and correctly
propagating all uncertainties into the ﬁnal estimates.
In this section, we show how XFaster has been adapted as an
estimator for null test validation and foreground minimization.
In both cases, special consideration must be taken to properly
treat sample variance, as the XFaster covariance construction
assumes that all signal components are Gaussian random ﬁelds
and thus susceptible to sample variance. This is not appropriate
for null tests, where differencing two maps removes the signal
component. Likewise, template-based foreground ﬁtting relies
on the assumption that the dust morphology is known, and thus
sample variance is inappropriate to include. Modiﬁcations to
the pipeline to address these considerations are detailed below.
3.1. Null Tests
Null tests are often used in CMB analyses to identify
systematic noise biases and evaluate the general quality of the
data. If undetected, any biases may be misinterpreted as signal.
The technique involves taking differences between disjoint
subsets of the data and comparing the residual spectra with
those from simulations. In this case, we take the differences of
maps produced using split halves of the time-stream data.
There are a number of ways the splits can be deﬁned to probe
different potential systematic effects; the splits used for the
SPIDER data set are described in Spider Collaboration (2021). It
9
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and subsequently scaled with α values that are varied with each
iteration in the likelihood.
We have chosen to subtract the scaled template from the data
rather than to add it to the model covariance, since the latter
method would add unnecessary sample variance to the
covariance. To account for the error introduced from the
template subtraction, such as from Planck noise or chance
correlations between the CMB and the template, we run the
algorithm on an ensemble of simulations.
The simulations include CMB signal realizations, SPIDER
noise, a foreground template (either directly using a Planck
template or with a scaled Gaussian realization of a power law),
and Planck noise maps from the FFP10 simulation ensemble.36
The distribution of parameters determined for this ensemble is
taken to be the true covariance. The average covariance of the
XFaster algorithm estimates is the total covariance without
error from template ﬁtting. The difference of the two is taken to
be the additional contribution to the covariance due to the
foreground subtraction and is added to each Monte Carlo
sample in the data parameter likelihoods.
The amplitude of this additional covariance is found to be
independent of simulated r and foreground morphology.
However, it scales with α, as expected, since α scales the
Planck noise contribution. Because of this, we compute the
term with the precise data-preferred α values applied to the
simulations.
The Planck FFP10 noise simulations are correlated with each
other by a nonnegligible amount due to the method by which
they were produced. To account for these correlations, we
include the scaled average of Planck half-mission 1 × halfmission 2 noise in the terms subtracted from the data.

i
(1 + nbi ) aℓm
. This modiﬁcation affects both the S × N and
N × N terms of the covariance matrices.

3.2. Polarized Foreground Template Fitting
On large angular scales, the polarized CMB signal is
obscured by Galactic foregrounds. The contribution from
foregrounds biases any estimate of power on the sky with
respect to the underlying cosmological signal. This bias must
be estimated and removed in order to recover the cosmological
signal in a way that minimizes the impact on the ﬁnal variance.
In SPIDER’s observing region in both its 95 and 150 GHz
bands, the dominant foreground component is polarized dust
(Spider Collaboration 2021). We therefore focus on dust in this
section, though the method could also be adapted for other
foreground components, such as polarized synchrotron
emission.
There are a number of approaches that can be used to remove
the foreground bias and include the effect of the removal in the
error propagation. If independent observations of the foreground signal exist, a template-subtraction method can be used.
In the absence of accurate templates, both the estimate of
foreground power and its subtraction from the data must be
carried out internally. Here we describe a template-based
method implemented as part of the XFaster SPIDER analysis.
We model the dust with a map-space template to include the
dust signal in our estimate of CMB bandpowers and parameter
likelihoods. We take advantage of the high signal-to-noise ratio
measurements of dust by the Planck instrument at 217 and
353 GHz, where the dust is much brighter than the CMB
(Planck Collaboration et al. 2020c). Because these maps also
contain CMB, we subtract Planck’s 100 GHz measurement of
the sky. Since the Planck maps are calibrated against each other
using the common CMB component at these frequencies, the
residual in the difference map contains only foregrounds and
noise. We make the assumption that the morphology of the dust
foreground does not depend on frequency, which is consistent
with arcminute-resolution observations of polarized dust
emission toward diffuse regions of the Milky Way between
353 GHz and 1.2 THz (Ashton et al. 2018). Under this
assumption, the dust in the template map can be linearly scaled
to match the dust in the SPIDER maps. We label these linear
coefﬁcients for the two frequencies as α95 and α150.
Once the Planck templates are created, they are “reobserved”
through the SPIDER pipeline such that they are subjected to the
same ﬁltering, beam, and cut-sky effects as the actual
observations. We then subtract α-scaled templates from the
data spectra using Planck half-missions in each half of every
cross-correlation so that no Planck autocorrelation noise enters
^ , are given by
the spectra. The cleaned data spectra, D

3.3. Harmonic-domain Foreground Fitting
An alternative method of foreground ﬁtting involves
estimating the contribution of frequency-dependent foregrounds without requiring a map-space template. This method
necessarily relies on an assumed model for the frequency
dependence of the contributing foreground. The model can be
included in either the map estimation step as a contribution to
the model for the observed data or in the power spectrum
estimation step as a contribution to the sample variance in the
likelihood. Here we describe an extension to XFaster using the
latter.
We model the spectral energy density (SED) of the dust
component as
Sd (n ) = Ad

Bn (Td ) ⎛ n ⎞
Bn 0 (Td ) ⎝ n 0 ⎠
⎜

⎟

bd - 2

,

(33)

where Td is the blackbody temperature of the dust, Ad is the
model amplitude at reference frequency ν0, Bν(T) is the
blackbody spectrum at temperature T, and βd is a spectral
index. The SED describes the brightness temperature of the
dust. To relate this to the representation of CMB maps using a
thermodynamic temperature Θ, in which blackbody sources are
frequency-independent, we use the idealized conversion factor

^ ij = á (mi - ai ti ) ´ (mj - aj t j )ñ - ai aj á n t ´ nt ñ ,
D
i
j
^ij - ai á ti ´ mj ñ - aj á mi ´ t jñ + ai aj á ti ´ t jñ
=C
- ai aj á nit ´ njt ñ ,
(32)

where á¼´¼ñ indicates cross pseudospectra of two maps, i
and j are map indices, m represents a SPIDER map, ti and tj are
different half-mission templates reobserved to match the
SPIDER map, nit and njt are different reobserved half-mission
template noise simulations, and α values are the linear scaling
factors. Each of the terms in Equation (32) is computed once

Qd (n ) =
36

(e x - 1 )2
Sd (n ) º g (n ) Sd (n ) ,
x 2e x

(34)

Planck end-to-end “full focal plane” simulations (Planck Collaboration et al.
2020b).
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where x = hν/kTCMB. In practice, the g(ν) factors must be
corrected for the speciﬁc frequency dependence of experimental window functions. These factors are color-corrected for
the SPIDER data by integrating over the 95 and 150 GHz
window functions (Shaw et al. 2020).
The dust contribution to the model cut-sky covariance
(Equation (5)) is given by
Qd (ni ) Qd (n j )
~d , ij
~d , ij
Sℓ =
å q d Cbℓ .
Q2d (n 0) (dust) b b

4.1. Simulated Maps
Simulation ensembles include a CMB signal component, an
instrument noise component, and (optionally) a foreground
signal component. Each of these are described in detail in the
following sections.

4.1.1. CMB Maps

CMB maps are produced using the synfast HEALPix
routine (Gorski et al. 2005), which generates Gaussian
realizations of input angular power spectra. The power spectra
are computed by the software package CAMB (Lewis et al.
2000) from a ﬁducial set of ΛCDM best-ﬁt parameters to the
Planck data (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016). To generate
appreciable signal for computing the transfer function, we
construct the simulation ensemble by replacing the ﬁducial
ΛCDM input BB spectrum with a spectrum that is ﬂat in
ℓ(ℓ + 1)Cℓ with amplitude 0.2 μK2.
Each signal realization is generated at HEALPix resolution
Nside = 2048, then smoothed with a SPIDER beam per focal
plane. Each realization of the Stokes T, Q, and U maps is then
“reobserved” through the SPIDER mapmaking pipeline, applying all ﬂagging and time-domain ﬁltering identically to the
measured data. The T component of each input realization is
then passed through the ﬁltering and mapmaking pipeline a
second time. The resulting Q and U maps then contain only the
temperature-to-polarization leakage induced by the pipeline
and are subtracted from the ﬁrst set of reobserved Q and U
maps to remove any bias due to this leakage.
This leakage-subtraction procedure was deemed prohibitively costly for null tests, since signal simulations must be
made for each of 10 null splits. Instead, the null signal
simulations use CMB maps with the T map replaced with a
Planck map at the frequency closest to its SPIDER analog and
the E-mode power constrained by the TE cross-correlation
spectrum. This means the T-to-P leakage map is the same for
every seed in the signal ensemble. Because null tests use the
difference of maps with approximately the same leakage
correction, this further approximation to the leakage correction
negligibly affects the results.
We use 1000 unconstrained CMB realizations for computing
bandpowers and likelihoods and 500 constrained CMB realizations for computing bandpowers for each of 10 null splits. To
preserve any data correlations between null tests that are
present in the measured data, we use the same set of random
number generator seeds for the signal components going into
each null split.

(35)

We have introduced a set of dust bandpower parameters qdb, with
b a set of bands deﬁned speciﬁcally for the dust component. We
~d , ij
use bandpower kernels Cbℓ —including all kernel, ﬁlter, and
beam terms as in Equation (7)—in which we parameterize
the full-sky dust shape spectrum as ℓ (ℓ + 1) Cℓd (S ) 2p =
A (ℓ 80)a+ 2 . The amplitude A and angular spectral index α are
set to the best-ﬁt values reported in Planck Collaboration et al.
(2020c). The bandpower parameters qdb are varied simultaneously
with all other bandpower parameters to ﬁnd a global maximumlikelihood ﬁt for the combination of, e.g., CMB, dust, and noise
residual bandpowers for each polarization combination. Since the
dust bandpowers appear at linear order in the covariance, the
estimator in Equation (20) is unchanged as long as other
parameters, such as Td, βd, are ﬁxed. If the assumed values for the
additional parameters are not correct, the effect will be
incorporated into the bandpower parameters qdb, and these can
be regarded as the “effective” rescalings of the model.37 We
explore the use of harmonic space foreground ﬁtting in
future work.

4. Pipeline Validation
To validate the pipeline, we conduct a series of tests with
simulated inputs that each require two criteria to be met.
1. The ensemble-averaged parameter estimates produced by
XFaster must match the input values used to generate the
simulations.
2. The error in the estimate must match the scatter of
individual XFaster estimates over the ensemble.
These conditions, achieved to within set tolerance levels,
ensure that the XFaster estimates are unbiased in both mean
and variance. In practice, any recalibration of the Fisher matrix
required to satisfy the second condition minimizes the effect of
the approximation used to deﬁne the XFaster likelihood. This is
achieved at the cost of some additional simulations used for the
effective calibration of the likelihood for speciﬁc data sets. The
pipeline must also behave well for reasonable changes to the
simulation inputs, such as different cosmological parameters,
foreground morphologies, or noise amplitudes within expected
ranges for the data.
In this section, we ﬁrst describe the simulation inputs,
followed by the results of validation tests for each of the
pipeline outputs.

4.1.2. Noise

Noise simulations are generated in the time domain by
sampling from a single power spectral density (PSD) per
channel. The input PSD is constructed by averaging over the
entire ﬂight in 10 minute chunks; in practice, this overestimates
the SPIDER noise due to the asymmetric impact of high outliers
in the distribution. As with the signal simulations, the noise
realization for each channel uses the same set of random
number generator seeds for each null split in order to preserve
noise correlations that are similarly present in the data.

37

An alternative is to include a nonlinear maximization of the likelihood over,
e.g., βd at each step of the quadratic iteration.
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4.1.3. Foregrounds

We require simulated foreground templates to test the
template-cleaning method of foreground separation. Each
simulated template is constructed from a ﬁducial foreground
template with added instrument noise from the Planck FFP10
simulation ensemble, where both the templates and noise
realizations are reobserved with the SPIDER mapmaking
pipeline. The foreground template ensemble is limited by the
size of the FFP10 data set to 300 such realizations. The ﬁducial
foreground template is constructed by differencing two Planck
frequency maps as usual, e.g., Planck 353 minus 100 GHz. The
ﬁducial template also includes Planck instrument noise by
construction, but it is our best estimate of the morphology of
the true foregrounds. Alternatively, we can construct the
ﬁducial template using a Gaussian realization of a power law
matching the Planck best-ﬁt dust power-law model. We ﬁnd
that these two foreground simulation methods behave equally
well in the validation results.
4.2. Bandpower Validation
To validate the XFaster bandpower estimation pipeline, we
compute bandpowers for an ensemble of 500 CMB+noise
simulations for both signal and null spectra. We verify that the
average of the computed signal bandpowers matches the
spectrum input to generate the CMB maps and is therefore
unbiased, and that the average of the null bandpowers is
consistent with zero. These bandpower distributions are shown
in Figure 5.
To verify that the covariance computed by XFaster is
accurate, we check that the scatter of the ensemble matches the
covariance computed by XFaster for both signal and null
simulations. We construct two distributions of χ2 values:

Figure 5. Residual spectra averaged over an ensemble of 500 signal (blue) and
null test (red) simulations differenced with the corresponding input model
spectrum. Dark error bars show the error on the mean. Light error bars indicate
the total spectrum error. Sample variance is included for signal spectra and
excluded for null spectra. The null test shown is the checkerboard split (see
Spider Collaboration 2021 for null split deﬁnitions), though all other splits
show similar results.

template morphologies. In addition, we ﬁt for and marginalized
over beam uncertainty and noise residual amplitudes; these
nuisance parameters were found to have a negligible effect on
the data posteriors for a SPIDER-like data set. The results for the
nominal simulation data set are shown in Figure 7. The output
parameter likelihoods are not biased with respect to the input
parameters, and the likelihood widths match the scatter of the
best-ﬁt parameters from the ensemble, indicating that the
XFaster likelihood is accurate and unbiased.
The recovered α95 and α150 parameters indicate a slight bias
in the estimator, as evidenced by comparing the 1σ error on the
distribution mean to the simulation input values. However,
these biases are small with respect to the error on the
parameters and evidently do not impact the cosmological
result, as the recovered maximum-likelihood r value is within
1σ error on the mean (0.011) of the input r to the simulation.

1. the χ2 of the spectrum for each of 500 realizations
relative to the corresponding input model (ﬁducial
ΛCDM for the signal ensemble or a null model for the
null ensemble) and
2. the χ2 of each of 100,000 spectrum realizations, sampled
from the average of the bandpower covariance matrices
computed for each of the realizations in the signal and
null map ensemble.
The second distribution forms the expectation for the ﬁrst
distribution; as shown in Figure 6, the two distributions are in
good agreement. The covariance is slightly overestimated in EE
and BB for signal spectra, indicating that the error bars for these
data spectra will be somewhat larger than is optimal. These
results are insensitive to input signal shape and noise
amplitude.

5. Application to SPIDER Data
After extensive validations of the XFaster pipeline using
simulations, the analysis was applied to the data from the 2015
ﬂight of the SPIDER instrument. The comprehensive results of
this analysis, using XFaster and additional pipelines, are
presented in Spider Collaboration (2021). A subset of the
XFaster results are reproduced here as a demonstration of the
pipeline functionality.

4.3. Likelihood Validation
The likelihood pipeline was tested on ensembles of CMB
+noise+dust “fake data” maps and dust+Planck noise “fake
template” maps. The parameters r, α95, and α150 were varied
using an MCMC sampler, and all other parameters were ﬁxed
to the Planck best-ﬁt values from Table 1 in Planck
Collaboration et al. (2020a). The pipeline was deemed to be
validated if the output parameter likelihoods were unbiased
with respect to the input parameters and if the likelihood widths
matched the scatter of the best-ﬁt parameters from the
ensemble. The pipeline was tested using various values of r
ranging from zero to 0.7, various noise amplitudes, and various

5.1. Null Tests
Ten different null tests were carried out on the SPIDER data
set, including seven detector-based splits and three time-based
splits. Nine of the splits were designed to probe potential
systematic errors in the data; one, the checkerboard pattern
detector split, was chosen to be largely insensitive to
systematics, instead probing the pipeline’s handling of the
12
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Figure 7. The XFaster likelihood results for an ensemble of 300 CMB+noise
+foreground simulations. Red dotted lines indicate the input r and foreground
template scalings, α95 and α150, used to make simulated maps. The XFaster
likelihood contours computed for the ensemble mean of the simulations are
shown in black, and the maximum-likelihood parameter values computed for
each realization in the ensemble are histogrammed in blue, with dark blue
shading to indicate the mean and error on the mean of the distribution. The
agreement between the histograms and the black contours shows that the
XFaster pipeline is unbiased in the mean and its estimate of error for r. The
biases in α, most evident at 150 GHz, are small compared to the error and do
not affect the cosmological result.

Figure 6. Distributions of bandpower χ2 estimates for an ensemble of
500 simulations (histograms) compared to expectations from the corresponding
covariance (dotted lines). Results are shown separately for CMB signal
simulations (blue) and the checkerboard null split (red), which is representative
of the other nine null splits. The χ2 values are calculated for nine multipole bins
in the range 33 < ℓ < 257 using a ﬁducial ΛCDM model for the signal
ensemble and a null model for the null split ensemble. The expectation
distribution is determined by generating 100,000 realizations of bandpowers
from the Fisher covariance matrix and histogramming the resulting χ2 values.
Agreement between the histogram and expectation lines indicates that the
covariance matrix is accurate. The covariance is slightly overestimated in BB
and EB signal, producing lower χ2 values than expected from random
realizations of the covariance matrix.

combined data set are shown in the top panel of Figure 9; the
resulting KS test p-value is 0.54, indicating good agreement.
To account for the presence of correlations, we then perform
the same test on each of 500 end-to-end simulations. We
compare the KS test p-value from data to the distribution of the
simulation KS test p-values to test how unlikely our data are
relative to simulations. These results are shown in the bottom
panel of Figure 9, indicating that the SPIDER data exceed the
criterion of being at least 1% likely given the simulation
ensemble. We further test the outliers of the data distribution by
comparing the maximum data χ2 to the maximum χ2 in each
end-to-end simulation. We again ﬁnd that the outlier data χ2
values are more than 1% likely, as shown in the middle panel
of Figure 9.
The ﬂexibility and reduced computational overhead introduced by the XFaster approximate-likelihood method is a key
advantage of the pipeline. It allows a full exploration of null
testing splits, internal calibration of systematics, and determination of goodness-of-ﬁt statistics for any estimated quantity.

noise model. The full list of splits is detailed in Spider
Collaboration (2021). The estimated null spectra for some
representative subsets of data splits are shown in Figure 8.
By construction, different null splits contain overlapping
detector samples and are therefore correlated at some level. For
example, the SPIDER “inner row” null half overlaps by 75% with
the “inner radius” null half. This creates a challenge in assessing
the statistics of the full null ensemble. These correlations are
preserved among simulated maps generated using the same
random number generator seed, so we can use simulations to
inform our expectations for distribution shape statistics.
When such correlations are negligible, the expected
distribution of the null χ2 values can be determined by
drawing simulated null bandpowers from the covariance
matrix. We can then perform a Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS)
test that computes the likelihood that the data are drawn from
the cumulative distribution extrapolated from the simulated χ2
values. The distributions used in this test for the SPIDER

5.2. Bandpower Estimates
The XFaster procedure applied to the SPIDER data set
requires a set of ∼100 parameters, including both signal and
noise components, and as many as ∼300 parameters when the
harmonic-domain foreground model is also included. We
construct the XFaster estimator to compute 16 bandpowers,
equally spaced between ℓ = 8 and 407, for each of six
13
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Figure 8. Three SPIDER null tests, showing EE, BB, and EB spectra for the
combined 95 and 150 GHz data, with χ2 values computed for the bins shown.

polarization spectra, with additional noise calibration residual
bandpowers deﬁned over the same bins. We have found that
the choice of noise bin width does not signiﬁcantly affect the
result, as the SPIDER noise model is not very degenerate with
the expected signal. The nine bins between ℓ = 33 and 257 are
used for subsequent analyses; the other seven bins are included
in the estimator to accurately account for their contribution to
the so-called science bins through bin-to-bin leakage. All
spectra contain information from modes at ℓ  8 that are so
heavily correlated due to the reduced sky coverage that the
XFaster approximation breaks down, even after calibration of
the effective mode count. To reduce the sensitivity to these
correlations, we exclude all modes at ℓ < 8 in all spectral
decompositions. The second bin (8  ℓ < 33) is included in the
iterative bandpower estimation procedure but discarded in later
analysis steps due to the level of correlation with the
unconstrained lowest multipoles.
Convergence of the XFaster estimator is reached at iteration i
when
max
b

q (bi ) - q (bi - 1)
q (bi - 1)

< 0.005,

Figure 9. Illustration of null statistics computed from the combined SPIDER
data set. (Top) Histogram of all null test bandpower χ2 values and expected
distribution of drawn χ2 from the covariance matrix. The red histogram
consists of 30 χ2 values (three polarization spectra for 10 tests). The
expectation histogram (dashed line) consists of 5000 random bandpower draws
from each covariance matrix for each test, used to compute a total of 150,000
χ2 values. A KS test is performed between the data and expectation
distributions, resulting in a p-value of 0.54. (Middle) Histogram of the
maximum bandpower χ2 value from 500 end-to-end simulations. The
maximum χ2 of the data is 18.2, corresponding to a probability to exceed
(PTE) of 0.78 given the ensemble of max-χ2 values. (Bottom) Histogram of the
KS test p-values from the same set of 500 end-to-end simulations. The p-value
of the data (red line) corresponds to a PTE of 0.55 given the ensemble of KS
tests. Together, these tests indicate that the combined SPIDER data set passes its
suite of null tests.

(36)

spectrum from inﬂationary gravitational waves, parameterized
by r, is not detected.

i.e., when all model parameters change by less than 0.5%
relative to their values at the previous iteration. This requires
 (10) iterations of the quadratic estimator in Equation (20).
Figure 10 shows the estimated bandpowers computed from
the raw SPIDER data set (i.e., making no attempt to remove
any foreground contamination), as well as the bandpowers
obtained using the template-based dust-subtraction method of
Section 3.2. The bandpower error bars are obtained from
the diagonal of the bandpower covariance (Equation (29)),
computed from the inverse of the Fisher matrix after discarding
all nuisance parameters (noise residuals, in this case). Spectra
are computed using a data set containing both 95 and 150 GHz
observations with a common sky mask. The results show
signiﬁcant dust power in the raw spectra at large angular scales.
Dust-cleaned spectra are in good agreement with expectations
from ΛCDM, and the contribution to the angular power

5.3. Likelihood Estimates
Finally, we demonstrate the application of XFaster as a direct
map-to-parameter likelihood estimator for the SPIDER data set.
The likelihood model includes foreground templates constructed from the Planck 353–100 GHz difference map
parameterized with 95 and 150 GHz scalings, α95 and α150; a
CMB signal component parameterized by the tensor-to-scalar
ratio r and all other ΛCDM parameters held ﬁxed; and rescaled
noise components as determined by the iterative ﬁtting
procedure. The noise model parameters are marginalized over
for the ﬁnal result, along with uncertainties in the beam model;
these nuisance parameters do not contribute signiﬁcantly to the
uncertainties on the cosmological and foreground parameters.
14
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Figure 11. Combined XFaster likelihood for r and α, imposing no priors on
these parameters and using a Planck 353–100 GHz template to estimate the
foreground morphology. The 1σ constraints are shown in the panel titles.

bandpower and likelihood computations. The XFaster method
applied to the SPIDER data set included 1000 simulations,
ℓmax = 407, Nside = 512, and eight independent maps (four at
95 and four at 150 GHz), which required approximately 5 hr on
20 cores and 2 GB of memory to complete the bandpower
computation from the individual maps on disk. By contrast, the
longest step of the full SPIDER analysis pipeline—generating
the ensemble of 1000 signal and noise simulation maps—
requires approximately 45 core yr.
The sequential steps of the XFaster algorithm are listed in
Table 1, along with the time and memory required for each
step. Intermediate results are written to disk after each step is
completed, so that subsequent steps may be run starting from
that checkpoint. For example, it is typical to construct the mask
and simulation ensemble spectra once, then adjust the bins and
nuisance parameters for the particular application. Due to the
modular structure of the code, the total runtime required is the
sum of the rows (modiﬁed by the number of CPUs provided for
each step), and the memory required is simply the maximum
among the rows, or 2.2 GB for the SPIDER ﬁducial case.

Figure 10. SPIDER bandpower estimates for total power (blue) and CMB only
(red), computed from a combination of 95 and 150 GHz data. All error bars
include contributions from the sample variance of the total estimated power
along with instrument noise, and foreground-cleaned error bars additionally
include errors from template ﬁtting. A ﬁducial ΛCDM CMB spectrum with
r = 0 is shown in gray.

Proﬁle likelihoods in the directions along r, α95, and α150 are
shown in Figure 11.
Further discussion of this result, including construction of an
appropriate upper limit on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r, can be
found in Spider Collaboration (2021).
6. Using the Code
The pipeline is written entirely in Python and available on
GitHub38 (Gambrel et al. 2021). While it is possible to run the
code on a single processor, it is greatly sped up by parallelizing
matrix operations with OpenMP. Further speed gains could be
achieved by using MPI or high-throughput computing to
distribute pseudospectrum computation across multiple processors, but this functionality is not currently implemented. The
code base also includes tools for submitting individual jobs on
computing clusters using the Slurm workload manager.39
The most time-consuming step in the analysis process is
computing the pseudospectra of each of the simulated map
crosses using the anafast method of the healpy package.
However, this step only needs to be performed once per mask
choice, as its results are stored to disk and read in for
38
39

7. Conclusion
We have presented the XFaster power spectrum and
parameter-likelihood estimation package and demonstrated its
validation with simulations and application to the SPIDER 2015
data set. XFaster builds upon the MASTER formalism for
estimating full-sky CMB power spectra and covariances,
accounting for ﬁltering and noise biases using an ensemble
of simulations. Unlike the MASTER method, it estimates the
covariance of bandpowers using an iterative calibration of the
Fisher matrix and therefore only requires one set of signal and
noise simulations that do not need to be precise representations
of the data. The result is a pipeline that can produce fast,
accurate power spectra and likelihoods for cosmological

https://github.com/SPIDER-CMB/xfaster
https://slurm.schedmd.com/
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Table 1
Pipeline Steps and Computing Requirements along with Their Order-of-magnitude Scaling for Relevant Pipeline Parameters
Pipeline Step

CPU Time

Time Scaling

Memory (GB)

Memory Scaling

OMP Speed Up

Mask cross-spectra
Mode-coupling kernel
Pseudospectra of simulated maps
Filter transfer function
Pseudospectra of data maps
Bandpowers
Likelihoods

1 minute
6 minutes
16 hr
10 s
100 s
3 minutes
5 hr

2
Nx−spec, Npix , ℓmax
2
Nx−spec, ℓmax
2
Nsim, Nx−spec, Npix, ℓmax
2
Nx−spec, ℓmax
2
Nx−spec, Npix, ℓmax
2
Nx−spec, ℓmax
Nparam, Nx−spec, ℓmax

1.3
0.75
2.2
0.8
1.3
1.9
1.9

Nmap, Npix, ℓmax
2
Nx−spec, ℓmax
Nmap, Npix, ℓmax
2
Nx−spec, ℓmax
Nmap, Npix, ℓmax
2
Nx−spec, ℓmax
Nparam, Nx−spec, ℓmax

Minimal
None
CPU
None
CPU
Minimal
None

Note. Fiducial numbers use eight Nside = 512 maps, ℓmax = 407, and a single core. Where changing these quantities affects the time or memory requirements, they are
listed with their approximate scaling. Here Nmap is the number of data maps, Nx−spec = Nmap(Nmap + 1)/2 is the number of cross-spectra, Npix is the number of pixels
in each map, Nsim is the number of simulations (assumed to be the same for signal and noise), ℓmax is the maximum multipole used, and Nparam is the number of
parameters solved for in the likelihood.

parameters. It is additionally capable of computing null spectra
and ﬁtting for Galactic foregrounds, all within a self-consistent,
self-contained framework. This pipeline has been thoroughly
validated with simulations of the SPIDER data set and is
publicly available for use on other CMB data sets.
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